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European policies 05-06-2014

On May 19, the EU Council adopted conclusions on a rights-based approach to

development cooperation.

The rights-based approach aims at promoting all human rights, be they civil or political, also through development

cooperation and sees them as a means to and a goal of effective development cooperation.

The fulfillment of human rights is to become an integral part of the identification,

design, implementation, monitoring and evaluation of all EU development policies

and projects.

The Council notes that the implementation of a rights-based approach to development cooperation should be based

on the universality and indivisibility of human rights and the principles of inclusion and participation in decision-

making processes; non-discrimination, equality and equity; transparency and accountability. In addition, the

Council highlighted the importance of EU Delegations staff training on rights-based approach with assistance of

specially developed Toolbox on its application in practice. The Council further suggested carrying out the first

assessment on application of the rights-based approach in 2016.
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EU AI Act needs clear safeguards for AI
systems for military and national
security purposes
The second set of ECNL's proposals on the EU AI Act

amendments focuses on its scope – worrying

exclusion of AI for national security and military

purposes.

European policies 02-08-2022

Regulating online political advertising in
Europe: how will it affect civic space?
Proposed EU regulation, controversial national bills

and ECNL's recommendations on online targeted

political ads.

European policies 29-06-2022

The Future of Europe is ours - report out
now
The report 'The Future of Europe is Ours' includes

over 200 recommendations from civil society

organisations for the Conference on the Future of

Europe.

Tech and AI 13-05-2022

Letter to MEPs to further improve EU AI
Act
ECNL calls for standardised impact assessments and

stakeholder engagement.

Tech and AI 09-05-2022

EU Parliament draft Report includes
stakeholders and civil society in AI Act
governance
Going forward, we call on Members of the EU

Parliament to establish an advisory group of external

stakeholders and CSOs to the AI Board.
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Calling all #climate defenders: Please take 
this (anonymous) survey by @privacyint to 
help inform their future work on #security and 
#privacy by sharing your experiences!

 · Aug 18Privacy Inter… @priva…

Are you an environmental/climate justice 
activist? Are you concerned about the 
security and privacy of your devices?

Take our survey to inform our future wor…
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ECNL ·@enablingNGOlaw Aug 18
Join a great team at @FICivilSociety to 

advance civic space!

Submit your application for the role of 
Programme Officer by September 12!

Read more about the offer HERE: 
fundersinitiativeforcivilsociety.org/fics-is-

hiring…

fundersinitiativeforcivilsociety.org
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